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Brainstorm all the fun stuff you can do this summer! 
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My Plan
for Today

My Plan
for Today
Today I Am: Staying Home

Going Somewhere:

Seeing Friends/Family:
Where?

Who?

This morning, I want to:

Things I’ll need:

This afternoon, I want to:

Things I’ll need:

If I get hungry, I’ll eat this:

Sometimes it’s nice to know 
how you’re spending your day. 
If you need ideas for what to 
do, use activities from your 
Things To Do This Summer list.



Top 10 Things I Want
To Do This Summer

Top 10 Things I Want
To Do This Summer

Summer would be the best if these things happened!



Don’t know what to do? These ideas will help! Cut out each idea and put 
them all into a jar, box, bag or hat. Then when you’re feeling bored, pick 
out an idea. We included space for you to add your own ideas, too.

Pick one of your stuffed animals or toys. Hide it 
somewhere in the house. Draw a treasure map for 
another family member to use in order to find it. 

I’m Bored!I’m Bored!

Treasure
Hunter

Grab some chalk. Play hangman in your driveway with 
a friend or family member. Then try tic-tac-toe and 
any other games you can play with just chalk.

Chalk It Up

Grab some chalk. Create an epic game of hopscotch 
with at least 14 squares. Challenge your friends and 
family to try it. Keep adding on to it!

Ultimate
Hopscotch

Use what’s in your bedroom to set up a house for 
your stuffed animals, dolls, or action figures. 
Make sure they have a place to sleep and eat.

Home
Made

Grab some chalk and head outside. If you have race cars, 
create streets for them to drive through and a few areas 
for pit stops. If you have dolls or action figures, draw a 
neighborhood for them to live in. Don’t forget to add a 
school, houses, and other places they’d like to go. 

Chalk
City

Grab a sheet of paper and a pencil. Without going off the 
paper, draw a picture with your eyes closed. Include as many 
details as possible. No open eyes. How funny did it turn out?

Hidden
Picture

Some people are ambidextrous (Am-bih-dex-tris), which means 
they can do things equally as well with their right or left hand. 
Are you ambidextrous? Grab a sheet of paper and a pencil and try 
writing your name with your right and left hand a few times. Can 
you get better at writing with your other hand with practice?

Write Right
and Left



Grab a sheet of paper and make a paper airplane. 
Then color it so it reflects your style. Next, prop up a 
pillow to be your target, aim your plane at it and see if 
it makes it! Adjust your plane’s design to see if it gets 
closer to the target.

I’m Bored!I’m Bored!

Take
Flight

Create art from nature using grass, twigs, leaves, 
flowers, pinecones, dirt, and more. Ask an adult if there 
are any plants you shouldn’t use for this project. Once 
you gather up all your pieces of nature, arrange them on 
a sheet of paper to create a face, outdoor scene, or 
anything else you want. Then glue them down. 

Outdoor
Artist

Pick an activity from your Things To Do This Summer 
list. Try to choose an activity you haven’t already 
done, and keep adding new ideas to your list. 

Wild Card

Is there an activity you want to get better at, like a sport 
or drawing? Use summer break to help build your skills. 
Make a plan for how you’ll get better, including how often 
you’ll practice, what specific skills you’ll work on while 
practicing, videos and books you can learn from, and 
someone you could talk to or practice with.

GOAT in
the Making

Head outside when it’s dark. Look up at the sky. Do you see any stars? If so, 
find an object that’s near it in the foreground, like a roof, tree, or chimney. 
Make a note of the time and what your star is near. Go back outside an hour 
later or at a different time the next day and see if your star has moved. 
You’ll notice as the night goes on and days go by, your star moves across 
the sky. Spend a few nights checking on it and record its journey. 

Backyard
Astronomer

Look through a magazine and cut out the words and photos 
that inspire you. Make a collage with them that’s just for you.

Personalized
Collage

Create a scavenger hunt for another family member. 
Create a list of things they need to find from items around 
the house and/or in your yard. 

Happy
Hunting



Grab some chalk. Create a maze on the driveway 
or sidewalk for a friend or family member to figure 
out. Remember, it needs an entrance and an exit.

I’m Bored!I’m Bored!

Amazing
Maze

Set up a pretend restaurant. Get permission to use 
dishes and food for it. Create a name and menu for 
your restaurant. Set the table for your guests. When 
you’re ready, invite them in.

Local Eats

Ask to look through your parents' cookbooks. Stick a 
bookmark in the pages of recipes you’d like to try. Get 
permission to try making one on your own or with help.

Chef in
Training

Create your own Mad Libs. Write a story, then 
replace some words with a blank line. Have a 
friend or family member fill in the blanks.

Mad Lib
Master

Create your very own trail mix blend. Try using 
dried fruits, cereals, nuts, seeds, marshmallows, 
chocolate chips, etc…

Trail Mix
Maker

Learn how to say hello, goodbye, or I love you in five different 
languages. Try using them on your family members, and see 
if they can guess which language you’re using. 

Language
Challenge

Write a recipe for your very own smoothie, then try to make 
it. Adjust your recipe as needed to match your final creation. 
Type it up and print it out so you always have it.Smooth Move



Add your own ideas here!

I’m Bored!I’m Bored!



Play with cars
or dinosaurs?

Eat ice cream
or a popsicle?

Play with playdoh
or slime?

Play with 
bubbles

or chalks?

Play Hide and
Seek or catch?

Hear an owl
hoot or a

crickets chirp?

Create a race
track or a

train track?

Sit in the sun
or the shade?

Paint or color?

Build something
or draw

something?

Take care of a
dog or a cat?

Catch fireflies
or ladybugs?

Play with
stuffed animals

or dolls?

Eat spinach
or broccoli?

Swim or play
in the sand?

Sleep on the
top bunk or

bottom bunk?

Eat strawberries
or watermelon?

Play a card
game or a

board game?

See butterflies
or birds?

Feel too hot
or too cold?

Cut out the cards, and create your own game.

Would You Rather?Would You Rather?



Read a book
or listen to

an audiobook?

Skip or
jump?

Sing or
dance?

Play with
putty or slime?

Ride on a
boat or a train?

See a full
moon or

shooting star?

Play dress up
or have a

tea party?

Run or
walk?

Build a fort
inside or outside?

Ride a horse
or camel?

Play Bingo or
do a wordsearch?

Ride a bike
or a scooter?

Play Bingo or
tic-tac-toe?

Play inside
or outside?

Sing or
hum?

Basketball
or soccer?

Sit in a
hammock or
on a swing?

Roller skate
or ice skate?

Play with a
jump rope
or a ball?

Color with
markers or
crayons?

Cut out the cards, and create your own game.

Would You Rather?Would You Rather?



Cut out the cards, and create your own game.

Would You Rather?Would You Rather?



Fill in each blank with a summer word that starts with that 
letter. Try to think of summer activities, foods, destinations, 
and events that start each letter, or just add in words that 
make sense to you for your summer plans.

Summertime
Scattergories
Summertime
Scattergories

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z



Summertime
Search & Find

Summertime
Search & Find

3 pairs of flip flops

4 popcicles

5 palm trees

3 crabs

2 umbrellas

Can you find:

5 starfish

4 birds

3 drinks

4 suns

2 cameras

2 sailboats

4 fish

2 suitcases

5 seashells

3 beach bags



Build Your Own
Board Game

Build Your Own
Board Game

HOW TO PLAY MY GAME:

START

FINISH




